[1] The sensitivity of Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT) observations to carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations in the lower troposphere (LT) varies widely as the result of variability in thermal contrast conditions. This effect is evident in both the MOPITT weighting functions and averaging kernels, particularly after these quantities are properly normalized to remove grid effects. Comparisons of simulated weighting functions and averaging kernels with operational data confirm the significance of thermal contrast effects. Retrieval sensitivity to LT CO is greatest in daytime observations over land, particularly in tropical and midlatitude regions exhibiting large diurnal variations in surface temperature. Nighttime observations over land typically exhibit poor sensitivity to LT CO. On the global scale, analysis of MOPITT averaging kernels for 1 month indicates that daytime MOPITT observations offer useful sensitivity to LT CO over large areas of most continents. Exceptions include tropical rainforests in Africa and South America, where thermal contrast conditions are relatively weak.
1. Introduction
MOPITT Products
[2] Satellite-based measurements of tropospheric carbon monoxide (CO) enable a wide variety of studies of pollution sources and transport. Primary sources of tropospheric CO include methane oxidation, fossil fuel consumption, and biomass burning. Observations from the Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT) satellite instrument form the basis of retrievals of tropospheric CO which have been thoroughly validated [Emmons et al., 2004; Emmons et al., 2007] . Retrieved CO vertical profiles expressed on a seven-level pressure grid are available for observations made since March 2000. Through gas-correlation radiometry, the MOPITT instrument makes radiance measurements in two CO-sensitive spectral bands [Drummond, 1992] . Nearinfrared (NIR) measurements in the vicinity of 2.3 mm provide a measure of the attenuation of reflected solar radiation due to CO. These radiances are fairly insensitive to the vertical distribution of tropospheric CO and were designed to provide a useful constraint on CO total column. Thermal-infrared (TIR) measurements near 4.7 mm are sensitive to both absorption and thermal emission by tropospheric CO and are typically very sensitive to the vertical distribution of CO. These radiances are therefore critical for providing information on the CO vertical profile.
[3] While TIR radiances are typically very sensitive to CO in the middle and upper troposphere, they are often not as sensitive to lower-tropospheric (LT) CO. However, if the retrieval algorithm can simultaneously exploit MOPITT NIR radiances to determine the CO total column and MOPITT TIR radiances to independently determine middle-and upper-tropospheric CO concentrations, LT CO might be retrievable (i.e., the difference between the total column and the sum of partial columns for the middle and upper troposphere). Thus the original (''prelaunch'') MOPITT retrieval algorithm for CO was designed to exploit both the NIR and TIR radiances. However, attempts to actually incorporate the NIR channels in the MOPITT CO product so far have not been successful. Efforts to fully characterize noise in the NIR channels, which has inhibited their inclusion in the operational retrieval product, are still in progress.
[4] Thus all operational MOPITT CO products are currently based on TIR radiances only [Deeter et al., 2003] . As a result, MOPITT CO retrievals are fundamentally based on CO absorption features in the TIR spectrum of radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere. The relative strength of these absorption features depends not only on CO atmospheric concentrations but also on (1) the discontinuity between the surface ''skin temperature'' and surface air temperature and (2) the temperature profile within the troposphere. To a large extent, therefore, thermal contrast between the surface and lower troposphere and thermal gradients within the troposphere govern the characteristics of MOPITT retrievals.
Thermal Contrast Effects
[5] Because the discontinuity between land surface skin temperature and surface-level air temperature exhibits significant geographical, seasonal, and diurnal variability [Prigent et al., 2003] , the sensitivity of MOPITT radiances and retrieved profiles to the true CO profile should also vary considerably. This effect explains several apparent anomalies in the MOPITT retrieval product including systematic differences between (1) retrieved volume mixing ratio (VMR) values over coastal ocean and nearby coastal land regions, and (2) daytime and nighttime retrieved VMR values over land. As shown below, these apparent anomalies are a completely natural consequence of the influence of thermal contrast conditions over the MOPITT weighting functions and averaging kernels.
[6] MOPITT observations are made at approximately 1030 and 2230 local time. Generally, daytime observations should produce better thermal contrast conditions than nighttime observations because of surface heating associated with the absorption of solar radiation. However, through the processes of evapotranspiration and evaporation, daytime surface skin temperatures are modulated by both vegetation and soil moisture. Thus dry, sparsely vegetated regions should typically offer stronger daytime thermal contrast conditions than heavily vegetated regions or regions of high soil moisture.
[7] Owing to the smaller diurnal variations of sea surface temperature (compared to surface skin temperature variations over land), the sensitivity of retrievals over oceanic scenes is typically intermediate with respect to daytime and nighttime retrievals over land. Characteristics of MOPITT retrievals over oceanic scenes were considered previously [Deeter et al., 2004b] . In those scenes, where the bottom of the atmospheric boundary layer and ocean surface are often nearly isothermal, retrieval averaging kernels indicate that retrieval sensitivity to CO in the lower troposphere is much weaker than at higher levels. Thus retrieved surface-level CO concentrations over the oceans are often dominated by CO concentrations in the midtroposphere [Edwards et al., 2006] .
[8] Following sections of this paper demonstrate the strong influence of thermal contrast on MOPITT retrieval performance, with the emphasis on sensitivity to CO in the lower troposphere (or ''LT CO''). In section 1, normalization methods are described which facilitate the physical interpretation of both the weighting functions and averaging kernels. Then, in section 2, retrieval simulations are presented in which the effects of thermal discontinuities between the skin temperature and air temperature are evaluated. These results provide context for section 3 in which analyses of actual weighting functions and averaging kernels are described in three case studies. Finally, the global variability of retrieval sensitivity is evaluated in section 4.
[9] Retrieval results presented in this paper are drawn from ''Phase 2'' of MOPITT operations, which began in August 2001 [Deeter et al., 2004a] . Phase 2 retrievals are configured to exploit the Channel 5 Average and Difference radiances (5A and 5D), as well as the Channel 7 Difference radiance (7D). Channel 5 radiances are produced with a length modulator cell (LMC), whereas Channel 7 radiances are produced with a pressure modulator cell (PMC) [Drummond, 1992; Pan et al., 1998 ]. Retrievals based on these particular radiances are characterized by slightly smaller values of ''De of Freedom for Signal'' (or DFS, an index for information content [Rodgers, 2000] ) than retrievals based on ''Phase 1'' observations [Deeter et al., 2004b] yet are still capable of providing useful profile shape information. Data analyses are based exclusively on the MOPITT Version 3 (or ''V3'') product.
Grid Normalization
[10] In the MOPITT operational retrieval algorithm, the CO vertical profile is expressed as a set of CO VMR values on a fixed pressure grid [Deeter et al., 2003] . As discussed below, normalization techniques are necessary to convert VMR-based weighting functions and averaging kernels to ''absorber-based'' quantities which are more easily interpreted.
Weighting Functions
[11] Fundamentally, the sensitivity of MOPITT retrieved CO profiles to the actual vertical distribution of CO (as described by the ''averaging kernels'') depends on the characteristics of the weighting functions. Weighting functions are formally defined as the differential sensitivity of the observations (calibrated radiances) to perturbations in the retrieval state vector (which includes the discretized trace gas profile as well as the surface temperature and emissivity). If R is the vector of observed radiances (e.g., the 5A, 5D, and 7D radiances) and x is the retrieval state vector, the weighting function matrix K is given by
[12] Weighting function calculations are a critical component of the MOPITT optimal estimation retrieval algorithm [Deeter et al., 2003] . Weighting functions generally depend on the same quantities as the radiances: profiles of CO, temperature, and water vapor, surface temperature and emissivity, and solar and satellite zenith angles [Edwards et al., 1999] . With the exception of the CO profile, surface temperature, and surface emissivity (which together form x), all of these quantities are fixed in the retrieval for any particular observation. Atmospheric profiles of temperature and water vapor are obtained from NCEP and are interpolated to the location and time of the MOPITT observations. Atmospheric temperature immediately above the surface is taken from the NCEP 2-m altitude temperature.
[13] For each pressure level in the retrieval grid, the retrieval algorithm associates an atmospheric layer centered on that level (with the exception of the surface retrieval level, for which the layer lies directly above the level). However, because of the nonuniform spacing between MOPITT retrieval pressure levels, these layers are not uniformly thick. This characteristic produces weighting functions (and averaging kernels, as discussed below) which are dependent on the MOPITT retrieval grid and makes direct physical interpretation of the weighting functions (and averaging kernels) difficult. At a particular level, weighting functions are calculated operationally in the retrieval algorithm by perturbing the mixing ratio over the entire layer associated with that level in the retrieval grid and calculating the resulting changes in the radiances. For the same perturbation in mixing ratio, therefore, thicker layers are associated with larger perturbations in absorber amount.
[14] For visualization, weighting functions are easily normalized to indicate the sensitivity of the radiances to a perturbation of fixed absorber amount, that is, a perturbation of a fixed number of CO molecules per unit area. This simply involves dividing each element of the VMR-based weighting function for a particular channel by the corresponding layer thickness (in units of pressure) [Edwards and Francis, 2000] . (Normalization is relevant only to the part of the state vector representing the CO profile; normalization is not relevant to the surface temperature or emissivity.) Apart from a multiplicative constant, absorber amount is given by the product of VMR and layer pressure thickness. Neglecting this constant (which is unimportant for visualization), elements of the normalized weighting function matrix K N are obtained from K using the relation
where i is the radiance index, j is the pressure level index, and Dp j is the layer thickness associated with level j. Values of Dp j for each level are generally determined by locating the layer boundaries at the pressure midpoints between the retrieval grid pressure levels. For example, for the 700 hPa level, the adjacent levels in the retrieval grid are at 500 and 850 hPa. Corresponding layer boundaries for the 700 hPa level are therefore 600 and 775 hPa, resulting in a Dp j value of 175 hPa.
Averaging Kernels
[15] As detailed previously [Rodgers, 2000; Deeter et al., 2003 ], the averaging kernel matrix A describes the sensitivity of the retrieved state vectorx to the true state vector x and the a priori state vector x a through the relation
[16] The sensitivity of the retrieved CO total column to the true CO profile is described by the total column averaging kernel a. This quantity can be calculated from A and the ''total column operator'' t using the relation
where the superscript T indicates the transpose operation. The column vector t contains the Dp values for each level in the profile, multiplied by a scalar constant to yield CO partial column values expressed in molecules per unit area.
[17] As described in section 2.1, the nonuniform spacing of retrieval grid levels results in apparent artifacts in VMRbased weighting functions. This effect also propagates into the calculated VMR-based averaging kernels. Thus for any level of the retrieved profile, averaging kernels are proportionally larger for levels in the true profile associated with thicker layers and smaller for levels associated with thinner layers. As was true for the weighting functions, effects of the nonuniform retrieval grid spacing on the retrieval averaging kernels may also be removed through normalization. Grid-normalized averaging kernels describe the sensitivity of retrieved absorber amount at one level to perturbations of absorber amount at a different level in the true profile. Elements of the grid-normalized averaging kernel matrix A N are obtained from terms in the standard (VMR-based) averaging kernel matrix through the relation
where i refers to levels in the retrieved profile and j refers to levels in the true profile. Because normalization only affects off-diagonal elements of A, the trace of A, which yields the DFS [Rodgers, 2000] is preserved. DFS is commonly interpreted as a diagnostic indicating the number of pieces of independent information contained in the retrieved product.
[18] Because radiative transfer ultimately depends on the absorber amount (e.g., number of trace gas molecules per unit area) in a particular layer rather than the mixing ratio at a given level, grid-normalized averaging kernels are more physically based and more easily interpreted than the standard VMR-based averaging kernels. However, when making quantitative comparisons of MOPITT retrieved profiles with other products expressed as VMR profiles resampled on the MOPITT retrieval grid (based either on observations or model output), the standard VMR-based averaging kernels should be exploited [Emmons et al., 2004] . This is because representation of the vertical profile on any specific grid implicitly associates different layer thicknesses to different levels. The standard MOPITT VMR-based averaging kernels implicitly assume the layer structure defined by the standard MOPITT retrieval grid. Only if important features in the comparison product (such as thin plumes or sharp vertical gradients) can not be adequately represented on the standard MOPITT grid are the standard VMR-based averaging kernels inadequate for use in comparisons.
[19] In contrast, grid-normalized averaging kernels should be exploited for visualization and for any application in which the effects of inconsistent grids must be addressed. For example, to formally compare MOPITT averaging kernels with those from a different instrument (typically based on a different retrieval grid), grid normalization must be used to produce directly comparable quantities. In addition, when comparing MOPITT products with model output (or in-situ observations) expressed on a grid with higher vertical resolution, the full resolution of the model (or observations) can be exploited if (1) each of the MOPITT averaging kernels are recalculated as absorberbased quantities, (2) each of the absorber-based kernels are interpolated to the model grid and (3) the interpolated absorber-based kernels are transformed back to VMR-based quantities (achieved by inverting equation (5)). Following this process, MOPITT retrieved profiles should be compared againstx
where A M is the interpolated, VMR-based averaging kernel matrix,x syn is the ''synthesized'' MOPITT retrieval, x M is the model output profile (on the native model grid), and x a M is the a priori profile interpolated to the model grid. Unlike approaches in which the model output is simply sampled at the standard seven MOPITT levels, in principal this approach exploits all of the levels in the model output.
The benefits of this technique will be demonstrated in a future publication.
[20] The significance of grid normalization is demonstrated in Figure 1 , in which VMR-based averaging kernels and corresponding grid-normalized averaging kernels are compared for a region of northwest Australia observed in a daytime MOPITT overpass. The figure demonstrates that the shapes of VMR-based and grid-normalized averaging kernels can be substantially different and can therefore influence interpretation. For example, for the surface-level retrieval, the standard averaging kernel appears to indicate that the sensitivity at the surface is about 66% smaller than the sensitivity at 700 hPa. However, the grid-normalized sensitivity at the surface is almost equal to the value at 700 hPa. For this particular scene, this indicates physically that CO molecules in the boundary layer and at 700 hPa (and levels in between) contribute nearly equally to the retrieved surface-level CO concentration; the apparent falloff in sensitivity at the surface observed in the VMR-based averaging kernel is primarily a grid artifact.
[21] The normalized total column averaging kernel a N describes the sensitivity of the retrieved CO total column to absorber-based perturbations. Elements of a N may be calculated from a using the relation
Unlike the standard total column averaging kernel a, which has dimensions of (molecules/unit area), a N is dimensionless and is easily interpreted. The ideal value of a N is exactly one; at levels where a N = 1, variations in the true profile will be perfectly reflected in the retrieved total column. As a N decreases from unity, the retrieved total column is increasingly weighted by the a priori profile. Values of a N greater than one are also possible and indicate exaggerated sensitivity.
Simulations
[22] Significant thermal discontinuities often develop over land between the surface skin temperature and the temperature of the air just above the surface [Prigent et al., 2003] . Such discontinuities can reach 10 K or more, even in nondesert midlatitude regions [Duda and Minnis, 2000] . In the following, retrieval simulations are exploited to demonstrate how such discontinuities affect both the MOPITT weighting functions and the averaging kernels. For each of three simulations, radiances were calculated using the MOPITT operational radiative transfer model [Edwards et al., 1999] and then fed to the operational retrieval algorithm. The validity of the MOPITT operational radiative transfer model was demonstrated previously [Deeter et al., 2004a] . Atmospheric profiles of temperature, water vapor, and CO were fixed in the simulations and were obtained by averaging all profiles used to develop the MOPITT ''global'' a priori profile used in V3 processing [Deeter et al., 2003] . Skin temperatures were obtained for the three experiments by setting surface skin temperature discontinuities (DT S = T skin À T air,sfc ) to 0 K, 10 K, and À10 K. The assumed value of T air,sfc was 291.2 K. Resulting normalized weighting functions and averaging kernels are shown in Figure 2 .
Weighting Functions
[23] Grid-normalized weighting functions for the three retrieval simulations are presented in Figures 2a, 2c , and 2e. Evidently, both the magnitude and shape of the weighting functions for channels 5A and 5D vary significantly in response to surface temperature variability. The 7D weighting function, which typically peaks in the upper troposphere, varies much less significantly. This is most likely because, compared to the spectral response functions for both 5A and 5D, the 7D spectral response function is stronger in the center of the CO absorption lines and weaker in the wings [Pan et al., 1995] . Thus the 7D radiances are characterized by much larger optical depths than the 5A and 5D radiances, and are therefore much less sensitive to surface conditions.
[24] For the case where DT S = 0 depicted in Figure 2a , the 5A and 5D weighting functions indicate similar response broadly peaking in the mid-to upper-troposphere. Near the surface, the 5A and 5D weighting functions diminish rapidly. As the surface temperature increases by 10 K, the weighting functions in Figure 2c respond by increasing in magnitude and shifting downward. The effect of increased surface temperature on the 5A and 5D weighting functions is largest at the surface. Opposite trends are observed in the case where DT S = À10 K, as shown in Figure 2e . Specifically, the 5A and 5D weighting functions tend to decrease in magnitude and shift away from the surface. For this case, the 5A and 5D weighting functions vanish near 850 hPa and actually become positive near the surface. 
Averaging Kernels
[25] As indicated in Figure 2 , the dependence of the weighting functions on thermal contrast produces parallel effects on the averaging kernels. For clarity, normalized averaging kernels in Figures 2b, 2d , and 2f are only shown for three retrieval levels: the surface, 700 hPa, and 250 hPa. Generally, the surface-level averaging kernel indicates a much stronger response to thermal contrast than the 250 hPa averaging kernel. In Figure 2b , the surface-level averaging kernel for the case where DT S = 0 K peaks near 500 hPa and decreases sharply toward the surface. Thus in this situation, the retrieved surface-level CO primarily reflects CO variability in the midtroposphere. Figure 2d , however, shows Figure 2 . Grid-normalized weighting functions and averaging kernels for simulated retrievals based on varying surface skin temperature values. DT S is defined in section 3.
that an increase in surface temperature of 10 K results in much stronger sensitivity to LT CO. For example, the sensitivity of the retrieved surface-level CO to perturbations at the surface increases from about 0.04 to 0.14. Simultaneously, the sensitivity to CO in the middle and upper troposphere decreases.
[26] Thus in daytime scenes where the surface is usually significantly warmer than the overlying air, the sensitivity to LT CO should be significantly enhanced. Conversely, retrieval degradation is observed for negative values of DT S , as shown in Figure 2f . In this case, sensitivity of the retrieved surface-level CO peaks in the upper troposphere and is actually negative at the surface. Such a situation might arise in nighttime scenes over land for which temperature profiles in the boundary layer also often exhibit low-level inversions.
Observations

Scene-Averaged Weighting Functions
[27] For demonstrating the diversity of MOPITT weighting functions in actual observations, normalized weighting functions were calculated for profiles retrieved within three separate scenes each spanning two degrees in latitude and longitude. Geographical coordinates of the centers of the three scenes are (1) 12 S, 123 E, (2) 21 S, 121 E, and (3) 21 S, 129 E. The first scene is located just north of Australia in the Indian Ocean and was observed on 15 August 2002 in a daytime overpass. The second and third scenes are located in northwest Australia, and were observed on 15 August 2002 in daytime and nighttime overpasses, respectively. Comparisons of these three scenes are useful for understanding diurnal effects over land and differences associated with land and ocean. Scene-averaged normalized weighting functions for the three scenes are plotted in Figure 3 . As described below, many of the trends apparent in Figure 3 are qualitatively similar to features in the simulation weighting functions in Figure 2 .
[28] Figure 3a shows weighting functions for the Indian Ocean scene, where DT S would be expected to be less than a few Kelvin. Although different in magnitude, the weighting functions for this scene are very similar to the weighting functions in Figure 2a . Specifically, the 5A and 5D weighting functions peak broadly in the middle to upper troposphere and diminish rapidly towards the surface. For the daytime scene over northwest Australia, where large DT S values would be expected, the weighting functions in Figure 3c are greatest in the lower troposphere and exhibit appreciable values at the surface. Thus, these weighting functions exhibit the same behavior as the simulation weighting functions in Figure 2c . Finally, the nighttime 5A and 5D weighting functions for the northwest Australia nighttime scene depicted in Figure 3e are bipolar, just as they are in Figure 2e . Thus the major features in the weighting functions observed for these three scenes can be explained largely in terms of thermal contrast variability.
Scene-Averaged Averaging Kernels
[29] Normalized averaging kernels for each of the three scenes described in section 4.1 are plotted in Figure 3 . Features of these averaging kernels are analogous to observed features in the thermal contrast simulations described in section 3.2. For example, for the Indian Ocean scene in Figure 3b , the surface-level averaging kernel is clearly much smaller at the surface than at 700 hPa. This is consistent with the simulation averaging kernels for the DT S = 0 case and with the observation that all of the weighting functions for this scene diminish rapidly near the surface.
[30] For the Australian daytime scene, the averaging kernels in Figure 3d for both the surface and 700 hPa indicate much stronger sensitivity to CO in the lower troposphere than was indicated for the Indian Ocean scene. This is consistent with the corresponding 5A and 5D weighting functions which, compared to the ocean scene weighting functions, are much larger in the lower troposphere. For this scene, retrieved surface-level CO is nearly equally sensitive to CO variability at 700 hPa and at the surface. Thus this scene is analogous to the simulation where DT S = 10 K for which the averaging kernels are shown in Figure 2d .
[31] Finally, the averaging kernels for the Australian nighttime scene in Figure 3f appear more complex than the averaging kernels for the previous two scenes and are similar to the simulation averaging kernels in Figure 2f for which DT S = À10 K. For the retrieved surface-level CO, the sensitivity exhibits maxima both at the surface and 250 hPa. These two levels coincide with maxima of the 5A and 5D weighting functions' absolute values. The surface-level averaging kernel is weakest in the midtroposphere, approximately where the 5A and 5D weighting functions cross zero. For this scene, it appears that the retrieved surfacelevel CO is substantially more sensitive to upper-tropospheric CO than to CO in the lower troposphere. With respect to the midtroposphere, the nighttime weighting functions plotted in Figure 3e all indicate low sensitivity from about 500 to 850 hPa. As a result, the 700 hPa averaging kernel actually exhibits a minimum where it should ideally exhibit a maximum (i.e., at 700 hPa). These results indicate that nighttime retrievals over land should be used with caution.
[32] As demonstrated in Figure 4 , features of the normalized averaging kernels for the retrieved profile are apparent in the normalized total column averaging kernel a N as well. For the Indian Ocean scene, the retrieved total column is dominated by CO in the middle and upper troposphere. CO molecules near the surface, where a N ( 1, produce a finite but relatively weak effect on the retrieved total column. Conversely, CO molecules in the layer between about 200 and 800 hPa, where a N > 1, produce an exaggerated effect on the retrieved total column. For the Australian daytime scene, the total column averaging kernel is much closer to the ideal. Specifically, a N varies much less with height and is much larger at the surface. For the Australian nighttime scene, the retrieved total column is heavily dominated by CO in the upper troposphere.
Effects of Biased Temperature Profiles
[33] Since the MOPITT instrument is not equipped with channels for retrieving meteorological profiles, the operational MOPITT retrieval algorithm depends on NCEP temperature and water vapor products interpolated spatially and temporally to the MOPITT observations. Thus the thermal contrast conditions for a given retrieval are defined by both the interpolated NCEP temperature profile and the surface skin temperature, which is retrieved. Since the NCEP products are provided at fairly coarse (6-h) temporal resolution, temporal interpolation might tend to suppress the diurnal variability of the temperature profile. This effect would be most evident in the boundary layer for regions exhibiting large diurnal temperatur uations. Temporally, this effect would be strongest for MOPITT observations made midway between any pair of the standard NCEP reporting times (i.e., 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC).
[34] The effect of biased boundary layer temperatures was studied for the daytime MOPITT overpass over northwestern Australia in two experiments. In the first experiment, the retrievals were repeated with the assumed boundary layer temperatures (between 850 hPa and the surface) uniformly increased by 3 K. In the second experiment, a bias of À3 K was applied to the original temperatures in the assumed boundary layer. The effect of these biases on the total column averaging kernel is shown in Figure 5 . If the temperatures in the assumed boundary layer increase, thermal contrast should decrease, and sensitivity to CO in the assumed boundary layer should also diminish. This hypothesis is confirmed by the results in Figure 5 . Conversely, if the assumed boundary layer temperature decreases, CO sensitivity in the assumed boundary layer should increase. This prediction is also confirmed in Figure 5 . In both cases, however, the effect of a bias of 3 K in the boundary layer temperature profile only changes the normalized total column averaging kernel by about 0.1 or less.
Global Analysis
[35] Results presented in sections 3 and 4 demonstrate the considerable influence of thermal contrast conditions on both the weighting functions and averaging kernels. In particular, the sensitivity to LT CO varies substantially due to varying thermal contrast. This section addresses the global variability of MOPITT sensitivity to CO in the lower troposphere.
[36] As demonstrated in previous sections, the sensitivity of MOPITT retrievals to the true CO profile can be examined either in terms of the normalized averaging kernel matrix A N or the normalized total column averaging kernel a N . The vector a N is simpler to interpret, since it integrates the response to CO perturbations over all levels in the retrieved profile. Thus for simplicity we focus here on the global variability of a N .
[37] Figure 4 indicates that the behavior of a N in the lower troposphere (e.g., between the surface and 700 hPa) should be very different for daytime land scenes with high thermal contrast than for oceanic scenes. To test the generality of these results, a N was calculated from MOPITT monthly-mean gridded averaging kernels for all daytime observations during July 2002. Maps of resulting a N values at both the surface and at 700 hPa are presented in Figure 6 . Over the oceans, the values of a N at the surface and at 700 hPa are mostly consistent with Figure 4 . Specifically, over the oceans, a N at 700 hPa is typically larger than one whereas a N at the surface is typically much less than one. Similar behavior is also observed over isolated land regions including the Congo Basin and the Amazon Basin. Presumably, evaporation and evapotranspiration processes in these rainforests result in weak thermal contrast conditions. Clouds may also play a role in these regions, since they also tend to diminish the diurnal variability of surface temperature. For these regions, the retrieved total column tends to be dominated by CO in the middle and upper troposphere.
[38] Over other land regions, however, a N indicates substantial sensitivity to surface-level CO. This feature is most pronounced over regions of sparse vegetation, but is not limited to desert regions. Moreover, it occurs in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, including both summer and winter conditions. For July 2002, substantial surface-level sensitivity (e.g., a N > 0.7) is indicated over most of Australia and Africa, much of the western half of North America, parts of Europe, and large areas of central and southwestern Asia. The occurrence of large DT S values in nondesert regions has been documented for the Southern Great Plains region in the United States [Duda and Minnis, 2000] . That study, combined with the results presented in Figure 6 , indicates that favorable thermal contrast conditions occur commonly in daytime MOPITT observations over land and produce enhanced sensitivity to LT CO.
Conclusions
[39] This paper concerns the vertical sensitivity of MOPITT CO profile retrievals as indicated by the retrieval averaging kernels. Physical interpretations of standard MOPITT V3 averaging kernels are hindered by the nonuniform spacing of the seven levels in the retrieval grid. Both the shape and magnitude of the standard VMR-based MOPITT averaging kernels depend on the particular levels selected for the grid. These grid artifacts may be removed using a simple normalization method which yields absorberbased averaging kernels.
[40] Because primary sources of natural and anthropogenic CO are located at or near the Earth's surface, satellitebased methods for determining CO concentrations would ideally be at least as sensitive to CO in the boundary layer as to higher levels. However, for products based on thermal infrared observations, including those for MOPITT, the vertical sensitivity largely depends on geophysical thermal contrast conditions. These conditions are highly variable. As demonstrated using both retrieval simulations and observations, thermal contrast variability yields significantly different features for retrievals over ocean compared to land. Over land, daytime thermal contrast conditions appear to often produce significant sensitivity to LT CO.
[41] These findings challenge the common conception that satellite instruments based on thermal-infrared observations are generally insensitive to trace gases in the boundary layer. Rather, we find that sensitivity to LT CO depends strongly on thermal contrast conditions which in turn depend on surface type and solar illumination. Tracegas products from other satellite instruments which exploit thermal infrared radiances, including Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) [McMillan et al., 2005] , Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) [Bowman et al., 2006] , and Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) [Clerbaux et al., 2007] should also be affected by thermal contrast. However, because each of these polar-orbiting instruments observes the earth at a platform-specific local time and because thermal contrast conditions evolve continuously throughout the day, thermal contrast may affect the products of each instrument differently.
